New class begins October 13, 2020!

Take the best first step toward advancing your career in ECE by getting your CDA! Join the new EC LEARN CDA preparation program which begins this October. Learn more about the Child Development Associate (CDA) credential and our program by visiting http://eclearn.org/educate/cda-prep/ or emailing aheil@eclearn.org
Why EC LEARN for CDA?

Coursework:
- Coursework is meaningfully designed and implemented by quality instructors.
- We have built our curriculum so that topics are woven together as they are in real life.
- We integrate the 8 CDA subject areas into five major focus areas and each class builds upon previous classes.

Extensions
- Supports are in place and the entire agency is guiding you toward success!
- Fieldtrips, guest speakers and make-it, take-its are part of our plan.
- Individualized instruction is a priority, and the instructor and coaches offer one-on-one support.

Relationships
- We know that the best way to establish and grow relationships is through hands-on experiences.
- Your experience will be rewarding and lead to lasting networking as you continue your career journey.
- You will be encouraged to form collaborative and lasting relationships with children and families.
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